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Practical Quantum Computing for Developers: Programming Quantum Rigs in the Cloud using Python, Quantum Assembly Language and IBM QExperienceApress, 2018

	
		
			
				
					Write algorithms and program in the new field of quantum computing. This book covers major topics such as the physical components of a quantum computer: qubits, entanglement, logic gates, circuits, and how they differ from a traditional computer. Also, Practical Quantum Computing for Developers...
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The Encyclopedia of Witches, Witchcraft, and WiccaFacts on File, 2008
Uncover the magic and truth behind this compelling topic.In more than 480 entries, "The Encyclopedia of Witches, Witchcraft, and Wicca, Third Edition" is an exciting update to one of the landmark references on the subject - by paranormal expert Rosemary Ellen Guiley. This new edition provides unparalleled coverage of witchcraft...
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The Visual Story: Creating the Visual Structure of Film, TV and Digital MediaFocal Press, 2007

	If you can't make it to one of Bruce Block's legendary visual storytelling seminars, then you need his book! Now in full color for the first time, this best-seller offers a clear view of the relationship between the story/script structure and the visual structure of a film, video, animated piece, or video game. You'll learn how to...
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Iconology, Neoplatonism, and the Arts in the Renaissance (Routledge Research in Art History)Routledge, 2020

	
		The mid-twentieth century saw a change in paradigms of art history: iconology. The main claim of this novel trend in art history was that renowned Renaissance artists (such as Botticelli, Leonardo, or Michelangelo) created imaginative syntheses between their art and contemporary cosmology, philosophy, theology, and...
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Advanced Oracle PL/SQL Programming with Packages (Nutshell Handbook)O'Reilly, 1996
Make sure as many PL/SQL developers as possible know about packages and how to use them. Students who attend my training sessions soon come to realize after a day or two that the answer to almost any question I ask is: "Build a package." They also often stumble out of the sessions chanting the mantra:...
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Crypto: How the Code Rebels Beat the Government Saving Privacy in the Digital AgePenguin Press, 2002

	The telegraph, telephone, radio, and especially the computer
	have put everyone on the globe within earshot— at the price of our
	privacy. It may feel like we're performing an intimate act when,
	sequestered in our rooms and cubicles, we casually use our cell
	phones and computers to transmit our thoughts, confidences,...
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Net Lessons: Web-Based Projects for Your ClassroomO'Reilly, 1997

	
		Net Lessons features 70 K-12 classroom-tested lesson plans that harness the unique potentials of the Web, plus hundreds of extensions and ideas for all subject areas. The book also provides curriculum frameworks for creating your own successful Web projects, assessment tools, and the advice of teachers who have used the Web in...
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iMovie HD & iDVD 5 (Missing Manual)Pogue Press, 2005
The latest versions of iMovie HD and iDVD 5 are, by far, the most robust moviemaking applications available to consumers today. But whether you're a professional or an amateur moviemaker eager to take advantage of the full capabilities of these applications, don't count on Apple documentation to make the cut. You need ...
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3D in Photoshop: The Ultimate Guide for Creative ProfessionalsFocal Press, 2010

	This is the first book of its kind that shows you everything you need to know to create or integrate 3D into your designs using Photoshop CS5 Extended. If you are completely new to 3D, you'll find the great tips and tricks in 3D in Photoshop invaluable as you get started. There is also a wealth of detailed technical insight for those who...
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Baby Signs: How to Talk with Your Baby Before Your Baby Can Talk, Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2009
The Essential Parenting Guide-    NOW COMPLETELY UPDATED AND EXPANDED!

In 1982, child development experts Linda Acredolo, Ph.D., and Susan Goodwyn, Ph.D., discovered that babies can communicate with simple signs-even before they're able to talk. The result: Baby Signs, the groundbreaking technique that has changed parenting...
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Capture the Magic: Train Your Eye, Improve Your Photographic CompositionRocky Nook, 2013

	This book uses a structured approach to teach the art of creating interesting, well-composed images. It provides solutions to problems that often get in the way of producing great photographs and emphasizes the importance of training the eye to exclude the extraneous. Examples of strong images are juxtaposed against flawed images,...
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Mathematical RecreationsDover Publications, 1953
IN October, 1941, I was invited to give a course of lectures at the New School for Social Research in New York City on the general topic, "Mathematical Recreations." On these lectures this book is based.

It may also be regarded as a revised edition of my similar work, published in French, entitled, "La Mathematique des...
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